


Envision a cold winter evening in December. You slowly sink 

into a hot bubbling bath and gaze at a star-studded winter 

sky. You listen to the silence, and your entire body relaxes. 

We call it quality of life and pure enjoyment. The best thing to 

do for body and soul? Give yourself a moment to forget the 

shoulds and should haves – and melt away everyday stress.

For many years, Sweden’s Nordpool company has been 

producing outdoor spa tubs for the northern hemisphere. 

We know exactly how to design, construct, assemble, mount, 

and install year-round tubs for all climates. We create tubs that 

are good for body, mind, spirit, and wallets! Tubs with three- 

layer insulation, separate circulation pumps, well-insulated 

covers, and many other intelligent features and functions.

This year, it’ll be 37°C
regardless of the weather.
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There’ something magical about sinking into water. Out in the blue. But 
we’re not talking about deep-sea diving in our tubs. Although almost. 
We want to facilitate feelings of luxury such as warm, soft bubbling water 
embracing your body under a starry, midnight blue sky. That’s why we
increased the depth of our tubs to 75 centimeter – mostly likely the 
deepest tubs on the market. We’re proud of this feature, and welcome 
you into the blue.

Deep, deeper, deepest.
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Pause
Listen to the silence.
Comforts, such as time and tranquillity, are scare during demanding daily 

living.  Due to revolving lifestyles, the simplest things in life are now luxury 

items; they’re scarce and worth hard cash. That’s why we think it’s important 

that you really relax when you take the time to sink into a tub. Then you’ll 

hear the birds singing in the forest and the wind rustling the leaves. You’ll 

enjoy a sense of serenity sinking into your body – thanks to our new, nearly 

silent Q series pumps by Balboa – a top-quality brand with some of the 

market’s best, almost inaudible circulation pumps. Schhhh . . .



-18°C
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Winter bathing in good conscience.
It’s no coincidence that we’re called Nordpool (north pool). We develop our tubs In Sweden 

– for northern climates. We put extra effort into insulating and creating tubs that keep their 

temperatures up – despite bitter-cold winter months. All our spa tubs have 3-layer insulation, 

which enables better heat retention at much lower cost – compared to other tubs. A separate 

circulation pump contributes to minimal energy consumption. Fiberglass bottoms (with extra 

insulation) and stainless steel nozzles are other features that are suitable for harsh climates 

and are nicer to Mother Nature and your wallet.
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A saltwater spout requires fewer chemicals for maintaining clear, clean water. 
Many people feel that salt water feels softer and lighter. These models are adapted for

 salt-water use: Tor, Idun, Oden, Sarek and Abisko.

The salt-water package from Nordpool includes, for example, 
upgraded pumps, heaters, nozzles, and clear-water purification.

SpaFrog is a new, efficient water purification and treatment system. 
It won’t turn into a prince if you kiss it, but it will keep your hot tub clean as if by magic. 

And really easily too – a soak in the tub should be a picnic. 

SpaFrog is a simple-to-use water treatment system specially designed to work efficiently in hot water. 
When used together with the smart Blue Connect digital pool water analyser (see page 12) 

built into all of our hot tubs, your system will be virtually maintenance-free.

Prefer 
saltwater tubs?

SPA FROG
the enchanted frog

The SpaFrog system requires significantly less 
maintenance than conventional water purifi-
cation. SpaFrog works using a combination of 
bromine and minerals and is specially designed 
to work efficiently in hot water. As water flows 
through the system, it’s purified and disinfected 
to keep it fresh, clean and healthy. 

Water purification using the SpaFrog system 
reduces the need to add chlorine. This makes 
the water gentler and minimises the risk of 
chapped skin and watery eyes, and you also 
avoid that strong chlorine odour.

Select the dosage for the bromine and mineral 
cartridges and insert them in the hot tub’s 
built-in SpaFrog holder. You change one of 
them monthly, and the other one every three 
months. The dosage is adjusted simply by 
turning a knob depending on how often you 
use your hot tub and the number of people 
who use it at the same time.

HOW IT WORKS EASY TO USE KIND TO THE SKIN
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Blue Connect Gold is a smart, digital water analyser that measures water quality. 
It provides information on what maintenance the tub needs to keep the water 

clean and crystal clear. Also compatible with saltwater.

You can access your water quality report via the Blue Connect app, 
available for download to your smartphone or tablet.  

Why should Näcken the Water Sprite be the only one to play music in the bath? 
Now you can invite Lady Gaga, Beethoven or Elvis to take a dip. Our sound system allows 

you to set the right atmosphere for the tub from the very start. A total experience.

The sound system is fully integrated in the tub and is invisible from the outside, 
but is easily controlled via Bluetooth from your mobile.

Extra-equip your tub 
with fabulous sound waves

BLUE CONNECT GOLD
your digital hot tub monitor



Tor / Q6
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Tor has space for the entire family – with six seats (one of which 
is a lounge). It’s the deepest tub on the market and 34 powerful 
nozzles plus a soundless, adjacent pump contribute to bathing 
quality and tranquillity.

Comfort: probably the best tub depth on the 
market.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air valve, 
combined with a separate circulation pump.

Blood/lymph flow: the 3 HP massage pump 
maximizes massage effects.

User friendliness: Gecko’s display controls.

Easy care: fully automated purification system 
with ozone cleaner, model XL60.

Quality guarantee: All Nordpool tubs come with 
a 3-year warranty.

Size: 2000 x 2000 x 970 mm
Seating: 6 seats, of which 1 is a lounge
Water capacity: 1400 litres
Weight: 300 kg
Electrical requirements: 380 V / 50 Hz
Control system: Gecko
Heating system:  Gecko 3 kW
Pumps: 1 water, 3 HP
 1 circulation, 0.25 HP
Water nozzles:                      34 RD 
Water valve: Yes

Air valve: Yes
Waterfall: 1 lighted 
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: Reflecting main lamp, LED 
 lights at water line, LED
Neck rests: 3
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Ash Grey
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface: Black or White

 

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY

Tor Q6. Benefits, features, functions.

6 34 1400 l



Idun / Q7
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Idun is one of the market’s deepest tubs. This spacious 
6-seat tub (2 of which are lounges) has 36 powerful nozzles 
and a barely audible, adjacent pump that circulates the water 
to give you serene, undisturbed bathing experiences.

Comfort: probably the best tub depth in the 
market.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air valve, 
combined with a separate circulation pump.

Blood/lymph flow: the 3 HP massage pump 
maximizes massage effects.

User friendliness: Gecko’s display controls.

Easy care: fully automated purification system 
with ozone cleaner, model XL60.

Quality guarantee:  All Nordpool tubs come 
with a 3-year warranty.

Size: 2150 x 2150 x 970 mm
Seating: 6 seats, of which 2 are lounges
Water capacity: 1500 litres
Weight: 400 kg
Electrical requirements: 380 V / 50 Hz
Control system: Gecko
Heating system:  Gecko 3 kW
Pumps: 1 water, 3 HP
 1 circulation, 0.25 HP
Water nozzles:                      36 RD 
Water valve: Yes

Air valve: Yes
Waterfall: 1 lighted
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: Reflecting LED
 lights at water line, LED
Neck rests: 3
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Ash Grey
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface: Black or White

 

Idun Q7. Benefits, features, functions.

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY6 36 1500 l



Oden / Q8
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Oden is our flagship when it comes to bathtubs from 
Nordpool. With 57 powerful nozzles and a nearly noise-
less pump, all bathers are guaranteed a marvellous 
massage with sound volume that allows you to whisper 
to each other in the tub; 7 seats, of which 2 are lounges.

Comfort: probably the best tub depth in the 
market.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air valve, 
combined with a separate circulation pump.

Blood/lymph flow: two, 3 HP massage pump 
maximizes massage effects.

User friendliness: Gecko’s display controls.

Easy care: fully automated purification system 
with ozone cleaner, model XL60.

Quality guarantee:  All Nordpool tubs come 
with a 3-year warranty.

Size: 2300 x 2300 x 1040 mm
Seating: 7 seats, of which 2 are lounges
Water capacity: 1700 litres
Weight: 450 kg
Electrical requirements: 380 V / 50 Hz
Control system: Gecko
Heating system:  Gecko 3 kW
Pumps: 2 water, 3 HP
 1 circulation, 0.25 HP
Water nozzles:                      57 RD 
Water valve: Yes
Air valve: Yes

Waterfall: Yes
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: Reflecting LED
 lights at water line, LED
Neck rests: 4
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Ash Grey
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface: Black or White

 

Oden Q8. Benefits, features, functions.

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY7 57 1700 l



 

Svalbard
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Our most affordable tub that creates exquisite experiences at 
low cost. Seating for up to 5 persons and a perfect choice for 
the little family. Same good insulation as our more expensive 
tubs, which facilitates good return on the investment.

Great ROI: Very affordable outdoor tub that 
gives you a great return on your investment.
One of our top sellers.

User friendly: Adapted for all climates – 
particularly northern Europe.

Easy care: Fully automated cleaning system 
using the model XL60 ozone purifier.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air 
gap.

Quality guarantee: All Nordpool tubs come 
with a 3-year warranty. All essentials hold the 
same high standard as all Nordpool’s tubs. 
No scrimping on key details.

Size: 2120 x 1880 x 900 mm
Seating: 4-5 seats, of which 1 is a lounge
Water capacity: 832 litres
Weight: 180 kg
Electrical requirements: 220-240V / 50-60 Hz
Control system: Balboa
Heating system:  Balboa 3 kW
Pumps: 1 water, 3 HP
 1 circulation, 0.35 HP
Water nozzles:           21

Air valve: Yes
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: 1; 7 colours
Neck rests: 2
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Black
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface: White

 

Svalbard. Benefits, features, functions.

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY5 21 832 l



Sarek
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Sarek is a tub for individuals who like to hang out. With 
5 seats (2 of which are lounges), there’s room for family 
and friends. A multitude of nozzles (31) ensure that all 
bathers get great massages. An intermediate priced 
tub that gives you more for your money!

Comfort: Plenty of room for family and friends; 
5 seats, of which 2 are lounges.

Great ROI: Highly affordable outdoor tub that 
gives you great returns on your investment.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air gap. 

Easy care: Fully automated cleaning system 
using the model XL60 ozone purifier.

Adapted for all climates – particularly northern 
Europe.

Quality guarantee: All Nordpool tubs come 
with a 3-year warranty. All essentials hold the 
same high standard as all Nordpool’s tubs. 
No scrimping on key details.

Size: 2000 x 2000 x 950 mm
Seating: 5 seats, of which 2 are lounges
Water capacity: 1500 litres
Weight: 300 kg
Electrical requirements: 380 V / 50 Hz
Control system: Gecko
Heating system:  Gecko 3 kW
Pumps: 1 water, 2 HP
 1 circulation, 0.35 HP
Water nozzles:           31 stainless steel
Water valve: Yes

Air valve: Yes
Waterfall: 1 lighted
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: Reflecting LED and 
 Fibre-optic string, LED
Neck rests: 3
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Black
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface: Black or White

 

Sarek. Benefits, features, functions.

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY5 31 1500 l



Abisko
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One of our best sellers. A massage monster with 
57 nozzles – and probably a market leader with 
that many nozzles. Abisko has 5 seats, of which 
2 are lounges were bathers is getting a full-body 
massage. Maximized massage, continuous 
contentment. 

Return on investment: Low cost, high quality tub; 
maximum bather satisfaction.

Blood/lymph flow: Extra powerful massage – 
thanks to the 57 nozzles.

Comfort: Extra depth with ergonomically
designed seats.

Energy efficient: 3-layer insulation with air gap. 
Adapted for all climates.

Easy care: Fully automated cleaning system 
using the model XL60 ozone purifier.

Quality guarantee: All Nordpool tubs come 
with a 3-year warranty. 

Size: 2200 x 2200 x 970 mm
Seating: 5 seats, of which 2 are lounges
Water capacity: 1700 litres
Weight: 400 kg
Electrical requirements: 380 V/50 Hz
Control system: Gecko
Heating system:  Gecko 3 kW
Pumps: 2 water, 3 HP
 1 air, 1 HP
 1 circulation, 0.35 HP
Water nozzles:           57 stainless steel

Water valve:              Yes
Air valve:                    Yes
Waterfall: Yes
Filtering system: Elemental filtering
Ozone purification: Yes, XL60
Lighting: Reflecting LED
 Fibre optic string, LED
Neck rests: 3
Acrylic layer: Lucite®

Outer surface: Black
Insulation: 3 layers + air gap
Inner surface:  Black or White

 

Abisko. Benefits, features, functions.

Specifications

SEATS NOZZLES WATER CAPACITY5 57 1700 l



Our “cockpits” (bench seats) are 
designed to give your entire body 
maximum support. The outdoor 
tubs have up to 57 nozzles. Many 
have two lounge chairs. And our 
new Q series is extra deep to 
maxi- mize your bathing experience. 
Making stainless steel nozzles 
and extra-insulated bottoms 
is a matter of course for us.

Our larger outdoor tub 
has 2 ergonomically 
designed lounges – 
to provide maximum 
enjoyment and support. 
Comporting pillows off-
load the neck. For 5 of 
our outdoor tubs, you 
can choose black or 
white inside.

All Nordpool outdoor tubs are adapted for all climates. 
Consequently, they are insulated with 3 layers – with air 
gap between. Even the tubs’ bottoms have extra insulation.

This keeps down heating costs, and the tubs are always 
ready for use. All our outdoor tubs come with an insulating 
lid that you can easily remove.

Quality pays off in the long run. We’re particular about details, and we 
constantly develop functions and features so that our tubs are long 
lasting and easy to use.

Ambiance-generating LED lighting creates the desired atmosphere and 
colour scale in your evening bath. Reflective joints and fibreoptic strings 
are mounted in our tubs.

PREPARATION and INSTALLATION
There’s nothing unusual about installing a Nordpool tub. 
We deliver our hot tubs complete and ready to install.

PLACEMENT
Position your tub on a flat, packed surface such as a wooden 
deck or on patio tiles or stone (not directly on a lawn).

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
A qualified electrician must do all electrical work.

FILLING and REFILLING
Use a garden hose to fill the tub.

SERVICE
When you buy a tub from Nordpool, you get fast delivery, 
good service, and a safe, secure transaction. 
Contact us for more information.

Advice on how to prepare for your 
purchase:

M I K A E L  K A R L S S O N
M A N A G I N G  D I R E C T O R

Our philosophy is quite simple.
We think everyone should be able to 

invest in an outdoor tub – regardless of the 
size of the wallet. In addition, we think it’s a 

given that everyone should be able to 
afford high quality and reliability.



Nordpool Outdoor Spa. Isabergsvägen 1. SE- 512 63 Östra Frölunda, Sweden.
 Tel: +46 325-300 40. info@nordpoolspa.se
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